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Dinos Online 1.1 released for iOS/Android - New Mobile Dinosaur Game
Published on 03/25/16
1Games today announces Dinos Online 1.1, its new mobile game developed for iOS and
Android
devices. In this action adventure game, players must hunt enormous kinds of dinosaurs and
living things, as well as protect their tribe from the threat and attacks of other tribes.
The combat is focused on one of four tribes, Velociraptor, Dilophosaurus, Compsognathus
and Oviraptor. Run, find and hunt a prey to survive to grow faster and more strongly than
other dinosaur tribes.
Seoul, Korea - 1Games today is pleased to announce the release of Dinos Online 1.1, its
new mobile game developed for iOS and Android devices. Dinos Online is in the Game
category and can be downloaded from the App Store and Google Play store or through the
company website. The game reviews are very favorable, with a current rating of 4.3 with a
total of more than four hundred review to date.
Dinos Online requires that a player be a strong dinosaur and with the instinct of
dinosaurs, attack and hunt without halt. The combat is focused on one of four tribes,
Velociraptor, Dilophosaurus, Compsognathus and Oviraptor. The purpose of the action
adventure game is to hunt enormous kinds of dinosaurs and living things, as well as
protect their tribe from the threat and attacks of other tribes.
Players can enjoy hunting in the map that has over 13 various characteristics and
geographical features. For example, if players succeed in hunting Kingkong in the King
Kong Field, players will receive a Tyrannosaurus pet as a reward. They can then fight all
dinosaurs, regardless of tribes, and only in the Colosseum.
In the Sky Land, players will turn into a gorilla if they eat a dead alien beings. In the
Black Hole region where a meteor has dropped, players can meet huge monsters that have
appeared in the 4Force Online game. If new players die several times in the beginning of
the game, they will be transformed into a huge different dinosaur for each tribe. Players
can summon the dinosaurs of their own tribe through the summoning function.
How to Play?
* You need first to install our dinosaur game on your smartphone for Free.
* When the game starts you need to choose one tribe among Dilophosaurus, Compsognathus,
Oviraptor, and Velociraptor, you'll get some details about each one of those dinosaurs.
After that you will be able to choose the dinosaur character that you want.
* You can find enormous kinds of dinosaurs that lived in the Mesozoic Era such as
Velociraptor and T-rex, a carnivorous dinosaurs, as well as Apatosaurus and Triceratops
that are herbivorous dinosaurs.
* You can fight all dinosaurs regardless of tribes only in the Colosseum of map and you
need to hunt as much dinosaurs as possible to receive more experience points. Try hunting
a gigantic King Kong in the King Kong Field. If you succeed in its hunting, you will
receive a Tyrannosaurus pet as a reward.
* Enjoy hunting in the map that has over 13 various characteristics and geographical
features and also you can summon the dinosaurs of your tribe through the summoning
function.
* If you die several times in the beginning of the game, you will be transformed into a
huge different dinosaur for each tribe.
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* In the Black Hole region where a meteor has dropped, you can meet huge monsters that
have appeared in 4Force Online game.
* In the Sky Land, you will turn into a King Kong if you eat a dead extraterrestrial life.
What are you waiting for? Download our game. Now and Enjoy playing the best monster online
dinosaur game within the Jurassic period!
We are always striving to provide the best user experience for players. We are also
looking for your feedback, suggestion or recommendation. Please, feel free to let us know
from you so we can continue to bring you the best experiences and updates.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Optimized for iPhone 5, iPhone 6/6 Plus
* Requires iOS 5.1.1 or later
* 297 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Dinos Online 1.1 is Free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games
category. There is also an Android version available on Google Play. For more information,
please visit 1Games online.
1Games:
http://playonegames.net
Dinos Online 1.1:
http://www.playonegames.net/game_m_dinosOnline.htm
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1078203229
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hanaGames.DinosOnline
YouTube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TATX8zXGoyI
Media Assets:
http://tinypic.com/a/99qdr8/3

Mobile game company, 1Games is a specialized mobile game developer and has been
provided
more than 300 mobile games. It aims to target the global mobile game markets by providing
with differentiated games and has developed various genres of games such as adventure,
action, and racing. The company shares a love of games with thousands of players by
supporting and then publishing fresh and original game productions from young smaller
studios. Including Life of Wolf Series and Online Game Series which recorded 5 millions
downloads, Cat Friends, Puppy Land Online, Life of Black Tiger, Bus Turbo Racing, Theme
Park Rider, Wolf Online, Murder Online, It has developed and released about 300 various
mobile games. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 1Games. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
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property of their respective owners.
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